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Still Image and Text Capture Ready Checklist 
 

❑ Remove duplicates.  
Duplicates have been removed from awarded materials.  
Example scenario: A series of photographs have been awarded. There are 
multiple print copies for each awarded photograph. The highest quality print of 
each object is selected for digitization and the duplicates are not included in the 
shipment to California Revealed.  
 

❑ Items have been removed from their enclosures and placed in folders. 
Example: photos are removed from mylar; letters are removed from envelopes. 
 

❑ Items have been flattened for shipping. 
Example: creases flattened; dog ears unfolded; items stored rolled are unrolled. 
 

❑ Items’ protective housing has been clearly labeled with the object’s 
Partner-supplied ID. 

Call numbers or temporary identifiers have been adhered to carrier folders. 
Do not use Post-It notes as labels (they easily fall off). 
 

❑ Staples and metal clips have been removed. 
Example: letter pages are not stapled or clipped together.  
 

❑ Items can be flattened with glass in a book cradle or on a copyboard stand. 
Example: metal bindings have been removed; items have been removed from 

three-ring  binders, and books bound with metal studs or grommets have been 
disbound. 

 

❑ Bound items open with ease and ideally lay flat. At minimum, bindings 
must open to 90 degrees. 

Example: covers and pages turn without breaking, fragile, broken, and/or tight 
bindings have been noted in the record for the object. 
 

❑ Inserts or loose pieces obstructing content have been removed or flagged 
with a note on a bookmark.  

Note if the insert should be digitized or not. If present, inserts or loose pieces will 
be scanned in the order in which they are found within the object. Inserts not 
flagged will not be scanned. 
Example: Post-it notes, bookmarks, researcher notes, flags, fold-outs, and other 
loose ephemera are either removed or marked appropriately. 
 

❑ Please note in the “Notes to Vendor” field if item cannot be disbound.  
CA-R and vendor reserve the right to ask the partner institution if material can be  

  disbound for digitization.  
 

❑ Please note condition and signs of deterioration in the “Notes to Vendor” 
field.  

Example: Note vinegar syndrome for microfilm. 

 
 



Failure to comply with these guidelines may result in physical items being 
returned to partners by California Revealed staff. 

 
If a collection is not “capture ready,” the vendor will charge us additional fees to prepare 
the materials for digitization which in turn effects our digitization budget. We appreciate 
your cooperation in preparing your materials to be digitized. Please note that the vendor 
will take all precaution to avoid breaking or creasing objects when flattening, but this is 
an inherent risk of print digitization. The vendor will contact California Revealed if the 
general condition of a collection may impact the quality of the capture results, and if any 
special handling—such as repair, treatment or disbinding—is necessary. In such cases, 
California Revealed will ask the partner institution for permission to proceed, and 
partner may be responsible for covering additional handling costs. The vendor will 
record any treatment or condition notes. 
 
For questions about preparing print materials for digitization, please contact California 
Revealed at: team@californiarevealed.org or 916-653-5074. 
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